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Attention Editors: Arts, Culture and Toronto 
 
MEDIA ADVISORY: New interactive installation lets adults relive playful moments of  
childhood   
 
Toronto – Wednesday, March 22, 2019 
 
What:  HideSeek is a multi-room interactive experience inviting guests to escape reality  

and rediscover their sense of play. The nostalgic theme offers attendees a break  
from the daily stresses of today’s fast-paced society. The three-month pop-up 
experience is located in Toronto’s Dundas West area.  

 
Guests explore eight multi-sensory rooms including a giant glow-in-the-dark 
pillow fort and a pool party themed ball pit as they indulge in chocolate chip 
cookie dough from HideSeek’s Cookie Dough Bar. While each individual has 
different childhood memories, HideSeek aims to recreate carefree activities 
letting participants feel like kids again. 

 
Who:  Lee Davis, HideSeek’s CEO and founder 
  Anya Mielniczek, HideSeek’s chief of experiential design and production  
 
Where:  1305 Dundas St. W.   

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M6J 1X8 

 
When:  Wednesday, March 27, 2019   Media preview 
  10:30 a.m.    Guided tours begin 

1:30 p.m.    Guided tours conclude    
  

  
  Saturday, March 30, 2019   Public opening   
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Media Contact: 
Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg 
Humber Assignment  
WritingLab1@2018 
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Attention Photographers: Arts, Toronto and Culture  
 
PHOTO ADVISORY: Walk through HideSeek’s bubble archway into 7,000 square feet of 
photo-opportunities  
 
Toronto – Wednesday, March 22, 2019 
 
What:  HideSeek is a multi-room interactive experience inviting guests to escape reality  

and rediscover their sense of play. Each of the eight multi-sensory  
rooms provide photo-worthy moments with floor-to-ceiling installations and  
professional lighting. Designed by a team of artists and lighting specialists, the 
immersive rooms are built to excite in person and impress in photos.  

 
Who:  Photo-opportunity highlights include:  

• Lee Davis, founder and CEO of HideSeek, opening the 15-foot rainbow 
doors to Toronto’s newest pop-up installation.  

• Black-and-white doodle mural covering an entire room where guests have 
the opportunity to colour on the walls.  

• The bubble hall creates an archway of oversized bubbles while edible 
bubbles float from a machine. The room is enhanced with colourful 
lighting creating a rainbow effect.  

• The giant glow-in-the-dark pillow fort skews perspectives making guests 
seem smaller than they appear. 

• Two ladders allow guests to climb into cotton candy clouds giving a 
worm’s-eye view of a room designed to look like a candy forest.  

 
Where:  1305 Dundas St. W.   

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M6J 1X8 
 

When:  Wednesday, March 27, 2019   Media preview  
  10:30 a.m.     Guided tours begin 

1:30 p.m.    Guided tours conclude   
  
  Saturday, March 30, 2019  Public opening  
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Media Contact: 
Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg 
Humber Assignment  
WritingLab1@2018 
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NEWS RELEASE     MEDIA CONTACT 
 
Attention: Toronto, Entertainment and Arts Editors Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg 
       Humber Assignment  
March 27, 2019     WritingLab1@2018  
          

Need a break from reality? HideSeek is the answer 
Feel like a kid again at Toronto’s newest interactive installation  

 
TORONTO - HideSeek is an eight-room experience inspired by the carefree nature of being a 

kid. The interactive installation invites guests to forget about the stresses of daily life and get 

lost in an immersive 3D space. Opening to the public on March 30, 2019, the three-month pop-

up offers guests an escape by participating in playful activities reminiscent of childhood. 

 

“I noticed a trend where my friends wanted to break free from their everyday routines by 

engaging in different activities,” said Lee Davis, CEO and founder of HideSeek. “In today’s fast-

paced society, HideSeek allows guests to take an hour out of their day to de-stress and 

rediscover their inner-child,” said Davis.  

 

He envisions these spaces as a new genre of experiences, taking coffee breaks and after-work 

drinks to the next level. The 2016 Knowledge Centre report found Toronto has the highest work 

stress rates of any region in Ontario. HideSeek’s three-month residency aims to reduce these 

stresses by evoking nostalgia, a universal feeling shown to counteract loneliness, boredom and 

anxiety.  

 

“The HideSeek team designed each room to emphasize the experience first and the photo-opp 

second,” said Anya Mielniczek, chief of experiential design and production. “The HideSeek team 

incorporated elements of our favourite childhood activities in hopes of reminding guests of their 

sense of play often forgotten in adulthood.”    

 

MORE 
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Popular interactive installations with themes around dreams, feelings, colours and food have 

popped-up across major North American cities. While these exhibits often sell out months in 

advance, critics argue the photo-opportunities often overshadow the experience. HideSeek’s 

creators have learned from this critique and are making sure each room taps into all five 

senses.   

 

Visitors will experience interactive art and design elements as they explore eight rooms filled 

with floor-to-ceiling installations. Highlights include playing in a giant glow-in-the-dark pillow fort, 

drawing on the walls of a room covered in doodle art, jumping in a pool party themed ball pit 

while indulging in edible chocolate chip cookie dough. Every detail, including the doughnut and 

french fry wallpaper in the bathrooms, aim to evoke the excitement of childhood. 

 

HideSeek has taken over a 7,000 square foot warehouse located in the trendy west end at 1305 

Dundas St. W. For a limited time only, tickets are available online at www.HideSeek.ca. 

Admission is priced at $25 for adults and tickets are free for children under five.  

 

About HideSeek: 
Experience First Productions (EFP) was founded in 2018 by Lee Davis, 23-year-old Toronto-
native. EFP’s mission is to create innovative experiences designed for today’s fast-paced 
society. The privately-owned company launched HideSeek as its first business venture. Davis 
hopes HideSeek is the first of many pop-up installations across Canada, inviting consumers to 
de-stress and enjoy a carefree experience. To purchase tickets and learn more about 
HideSeek, visit www.HideSeek.ca and follow @HideSeek on Instagram and Twitter. HideSeek 
is also available for private and corporate events as well as school excursions.  
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BACKGROUNDER     MEDIA CONTACT 
 
       Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg 
       Humber Assignment  
March 27, 2019     WritingLab1@2018 
 
 

Installation art is changing the way people consume art 
 
Installation art engages people in an immersive space changing the way audiences experience 

art. Unlike traditional art galleries, this style of art is designed with interactive elements allowing 

guests to immerse themselves within the installation instead of viewing it in a frame on a wall. 

Recently, notable installation art exhibits produced by well-regarded artists have sparked a new 

genre of art.  

 

Today, a new model of installation art is attracting thousands of visitors per day, without any 

connection to well-known artists. While some critics are hesitant to classify these installations as 

art exhibits, the new model of installation art is shaping the way mainstream audiences 

consume art.  

 

What is installation art? 

 

Installation art is a contemporary movement characterized by immersive, larger-than-life works 

of art. These 3D installations are designed for specific locations, transforming the spaces they 

inhabit into customized and interactive environments. In these exhibits, the individual is no 

longer distanced from the art displayed, they are a part of it. The individual is fully immersed in 

the art, acting as the centerpiece alongside the room itself.  

 

Installation art typically consists of three key characteristics: immersive, large-scale and site-

specific. This style of art allows audiences to view art pieces from a different perspective by 

physically interacting with them. Works of installation art are large in scale, enabling them to 

take over a space and offer interactive features.  

MORE 
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History and influence  

 

The format of art pieces separated into themed rooms is widely used today; however, this model 

dates back to exhibits from the 1960s. During this time, artists began using museum rooms to 

create immersive 3D artworks designed for specific spaces. James Turrell’s 1969 Raemar, Blue 

was significant because it combined architecture, sculpture, light and space to completely 

surround the viewer in a coloured atmosphere.  

 

Later, Yayoi Kusama created interactive art with her Obliteration Room’s first showing in 2002. 

Guests were encouraged to collectively participate in creating the artwork by placing coloured 

stickers anywhere in the white room. The Obliteration Room has toured the world, attracting 

record crowds and offering people of all ages the option to engage in the art-making process.  

 

These two examples made consumers active participants rather than viewers, changing the 

traditional consumption of art. Installation art is inherently photographable because viewers can 

photograph themselves as part of the artwork. Instead of an exhibit’s attachment to a well-

known artist, the interactive component and photo-opportunity of the new model of installation 

art is what’s attracting wider audiences today.  

 

Not only does the photo-opportunity entice mainstream audiences to installation art exhibits, but 

it also changes the nature of what type of exhibits are most attractive to consumers. According 

to Alixandra Barasch, assistant professor of marketing at New York University, traditional 

museums are rethinking their museum photography policies to compete with interactive and 

photo-worthy exhibits. Instead of restricting photography, some exhibits are now encouraging it, 

adding a desired feature for consumers.   

 

Today 

 

The new format of installation art is remodelled as an interactive experience without any 

connection to notable artists. These experiences combine the immersive and photographable 

features of installation art, attracting thousands of visitors of all ages per day. The model shifts 

the way people consume art from a slow-paced leisurely museum walkthrough to a fast-paced 

interactive experience averaging one hour.  

MORE 
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Interactive pop-up installations of today are designed around themes of dreams, feelings, 

colours and food, resonating with human experiences. These exhibits are seeing a rise in 

popularity often selling out months in advance. The Museum of Ice Cream, an interactive pop-

up art exhibit, saw more than 250,000 people attend its Miami Beach, Florida location, 

generating approximately US$9.5 million in ticket sales in its six-month run. 

 

These interactive installations are tapping into changing consumer spending habits. A 2014 

American survey conducted by Harris Poll found 78 per cent of millennials (people born 

between 1980 and 1996) choose to spend more money on experiences or events than material 

items. This demand is not exclusive to millennials and is found across all generations. Since 

1987, U.S. consumer spending on live experiences has increased by 70 per cent, indicating 

consumers’ dedication to experiences.  

 

Pop-up installations are capitalizing on the demand for experiences and are driving the growth 

of the experience economy. Well-regarded installation art exhibit’s combination of interactivity 

and photographability have inspired a new realm of pop-up experiences. Today’s model of 

installation art introduces relatable themes, attracting thousands of millennials, young families 

and content creators to art, no matter how it’s defined.  
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BIOGRAPHY: Lee Davis                March 27, 2019 
 

Experiences trump material items. This is something 

Lee Davis, founder and CEO of HideSeek, has 

valued and embodied since childhood. An ideal way 

to spend money for Davis is attending a Toronto 

Maple Leafs game with friends rather than buying the 

number one player’s jersey. 

 

Davis has brought his peers together ever since he 

started organizing extracurricular events in high 

school. Instead of attending social events in his 

university years, he planned and promoted them. 

Davis consistently strived to bring students together 

with events they had never experienced before. 

 

His entrepreneurial career began at age 12 with online sales of custom shoes to his family and 

friends. It continued throughout his university experience when he transformed his fraternity’s 

nightlife scene. Davis’s constant itch for entrepreneurship laid the groundwork for his company, 

Experience First Productions and its first venture, HideSeek.  

 

The 23-year-old entrepreneur stands by his motto, “I hustle and I get stuff done.” Once he 

graduated from Western University, Davis’s drive to create experiences pushed him to launch 

his own business. His eight-room interactive pop-up fuses his appreciation for experiences with 

his desire to bring people together.  
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E-PITCH TO INFLUENCER  
 
To: Torri Webster <torriwebstermarketing@gmail.com> 
From: Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg <WritingLab1@2018> 
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2019 
Subject: Need colourful content for your Instagram feed? 
  
Hi Torri, 
 
Want to be one of the first content creators to shoot at Toronto’s newest interactive pop-up 
installation? HideSeek, located in the trendy Dundas West area, invites you to enter through the 
bubble archway into 7,000 square feet of photo-opps. On Wednesday, March 27, HideSeek is 
opening its doors for our media preview and we would love for you and your photographer to 
join us.  
 
HideSeek is an eight-room interactive experience inviting guests to escape reality and 
rediscover their sense of play. Elements of each room provide photo-worthy moments with floor-
to-ceiling installations and professional lighting. Designed by a team of artists and lighting 
specialists, the immersive rooms are a bright series of backdrops made for Instagram. 
 
Photo-worthy moments include (but are not limited to): 

• Climbing up a ladder into a magical candy forest, where you appear on top of cotton 
candy clouds. 

• Indulging in edible chocolate chip cookie dough as you pose in front of a wall covered in 
doodle art. 

• Blowing bubbles underneath a 15-foot high bubble archway with reflective lighting, 
creating a rainbow filter effect. 

 
Who wouldn’t double tap on a photo of you jumping into a pool party themed ball pit?  
 
Looking forward to discussing this opportunity with you. Please don’t hesitate to contact us for 
more information. 
 
Johanna and Nicole 
Humber Assignment 
WritingLab1@2018 
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E-PITCH TO PRINT MEDIA - Toronto Star 
 
To: Uzma Jalaluddin <ujalaluddin@outlook.com> 
From: Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg <WritingLab1@2018> 
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2019 
Subject: Toronto just opened a place for adults to rediscover their creativity 
 
Hi Uzma,  
 
Earlier this year we saw your article, Tools to help you find time for creativity, and realize the 
difficulty parents have when setting aside time for the “Creative Shift.” Toronto’s newest 
interactive installation, HideSeek, gives guests the opportunity to rediscover their sense of 
creativity, often put on the backburner in adulthood. HideSeek, located in the Dundas West 
area, is an eight-room multi-sensory experience inviting visitors to get lost in an immersive 3D 
space. 
 
We would like to invite you to HideSeek’s media preview on Wednesday, March 27 to break free 
from your everyday routine and see the installation for yourself. This is an ideal spot for parents 
to unlock the creativity and curiosity they envy in their children. Even better, parents can bring 
their kids along for the experience, no longer needing to allocate time for the Creative Shift.  
 
Looking forward to hearing your thoughts. If you have any questions or would like more 
information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 
 
Johanna and Nicole 
Humber Assignment 
WritingLab1@2018 
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E-PITCH TO BLOG MEDIA - blogTO 
 
To: Tanya Mok <tanyamok@gmail.com> 
From: Johanna Epstein and Nicole Rosenberg <WritingLab1@2018> 
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2019 
Subject: Toronto’s newest weekend hot spot  
 
Hi Tanya,  
 
Remember the relief you felt when the school bell rang for recess? With no more recess, 
HideSeek is Toronto’s newest interactive installation inviting guests to participate in playful 
activities inspired by the carefree nature of being a kid. Located in the trendy Dundas West 
area, HideSeek’s eight-room experience is the perfect post-brunch spot for Torontonians bored 
of #basic weekend activities.  
 
Bring back the joys of recess by jumping into a pool party themed ball pit and hopping down a 
glow-in-the-dark hopscotch hallway. We invite you to join us for HideSeek’s media preview on 
Wednesday, March 27 to explore the floor-to-ceiling installations designed by a local team of 
artists and lighting professionals.  
 
Looking forward to hearing from you. If you have any questions or would like more information, 
please don’t hesitate to contact us. 
 
Johanna and Nicole 
Humber Assignment 
WritingLab1@2018 
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PHOTO CAPTIONS 

This is image is for sample only: 

 
 

HideSeek has the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow 

What’s more carefree than leaping into an inflatable pot of gold? Lee Davis, founder and CEO of 

HideSeek, jumps into 85,714 golden balls accompanied by Anya Mielniczek, chief of 

experiential design and production. HideSeek opened its doors in Dundas West on March 30, 

giving Torontonians the opportunity to let loose over the upcoming months. 

 

Photography credit: Nicole Rosenberg 
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No need to colour in the lines 

At HideSeek, each guest is given the opportunity to unlock their creativity with the freedom to 

colour the walls. HideSeek’s Doodle Park invites participants to contribute to a never-ending 

doodle mural. On Saturday, two women stop to admire the scribbles covering the walls in the 

interactive space.  

 

Photography credit: Nathaniel Noir, Alamy Stock Photo 
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